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Introduction
Analyzing large volumes of data has become the major source for innovation behind large Internet services as well as scientific applications. Examples of such "big data analytics" occur in personalized recommendation systems, online social networks, genomic analyses, and legal investigations for fraud detection. A key property of the algorithms employed for such analyses is that they provide better results with increasing amount of data processed. In fact, in certain domains (like search) there is a trend towards using relatively simpler algorithms and instead rely on more data to produce better results. While the amount of data to be analyzed increases on the one hand, the acceptable time to produce results is shrinking on the other hand. Timely analyses have significant ramifications for revenue as well as productivity. Low latency results in online services leads to improved user satisfaction and revenue. Ability to crunch large datasets in short periods results in faster iterations and progress in scientific theories.
To cope with the dichotomy of ever-growing datasets and shrinking times to analyze them, analytics clusters have resorted to scaling out. Data is spread across many different machines, and the computations on them are executed in parallel. Such scaling out is crucial for fast analytics and allows coping with the trend of datasets growing faster than Moore's law's increase in processor speeds.
Many data analytics frameworks have been built for large scale-out parallel executions. Some of the widely used frameworks are MapReduce [1] , Dryad [2] and Apache Yarn [3] . The frameworks share important commonalities, and we will use the following common terminology throughout this chapter. Frameworks compose a computation, referred to as a job, into a DAG of phases, where each phase consists of many fine grained tasks. Tasks of a phase have no dependencies among them and can execute in parallel. The job's input (file) is divided into many blocks and stored in the cluster using a distributed file system. The input of each task consists of one or more blocks of a file. A centralized scheduler assigns a compute slot to every task 1 . Tasks in the input phase produce intermediate outputs that are passed to other tasks downstream in the DAG. Table 1 .1 summarizes the terminology.
As a concrete example, consider an analysis of web access logs (of many TB's). Each row in the log consists of a URL being accessed (e.g., www.cnn.com) and details about its access (e.g., time of access, user accessing it); the aim of the analysis is to count the number of accesses of each web URL to understand popularities. The distributed file systems splits the access logs into small 256 MB blocks and stores them over the different machines. A job to analyze them would consist of two phases. Every task in the first phase would read a block of data and generate a url, 1 tuple for each row in the log (the "1" indicates a single access). Each task in the second phase is responsible for some fraction of the URL's and collects the corresponding tuples from the first phase's outputs. It then sums up the accesses per URL and produces the output.
The key benefit of the analytics frameworks is their ability to scale out to thousands of commodity machines for computation as well as storage. They do so by automatically and logically dividing data as well as analyses on them into fine-grained units of blocks and tasks, respectively. As commodity machines are susceptible to failures and unavailabilities, the frameworks are resilient to these failures to ensure data availability as well as successful execution of the tasks. In this chapter, we survey the important aspects of systems running big-data analytics frameworks. In particular, we focus on two fundamental requirements: (i) scheduling jobs efficiently, and (ii) managing data storage across distributed machines. Scheduling principles and solutions are described in Section 1.2, and storage architectures in Section 1.3. Additional related and upcoming topics are briefly outlined in Section 1.4.
Scheduling
Analytics frameworks typically use a centralized scheduler where all the tasks in the cluster are queued. The scheduler manages the machines in the cluster, where each machine has a worker process. The worker processes send periodic heartbeats to the scheduler informing it of the status of running tasks as well as the resource usages and general health of the machines. The scheduler aggregates the information from the heartbeats and makes scheduling decisions to allocate tasks to machines. When a machine does not send heartbeats for a certain period of time, the scheduler assumes the machine to be lost and does not schedule any further tasks to it. It also reschedules the unfinished tasks on the machine elsewhere. Recent designs have advocated (and deployed) a hierarchical two-level scheduling model where the individual jobs talk to a central "resource manager" to register their demands and queue their tasks (e.g., Mesos [4] , Apache Yarn [3] ). The resource manager, then, allocates compute slots to the different tasks. Nonetheless, the abstraction of a central scheduler allocating slots to tasks holds.
Our focus in this section is on describing the principles and logic behind the central scheduler decisions. Scheduling models have been considered for numerous applications in both academia in industry for at least half a century. The emergence of big-data jobs, running on large-scale clusters, has brought novel challenges that cannot be readily solved by traditional scheduling mechanisms. We therefore highlight below the distinctive aspects of scheduling big-data jobs. In Section 1.2.1 we outline how fairness policies are adapted to deal with several complexities such as multiple resource types, intra-job dependencies and machine fragmentation. In Section 1.2.2 we discuss how scheduling solutions accommodate placement constraints, such as the necessity to place job tasks alongside their input data. In Section 1.2.3, we describe scheduling solutions that incorporate different objective criteria, such as mean completion time and finishing jobs by pre-specified deadlines. Finally, in Section 1.2.4 we present the problem of stragglers (tasks running on slow machines), and the main approaches for mitigating their effect.
Fairness
Allocating resources to multiple jobs has been a fundamental problem in shared computer systems. While several design criteria have been considered for scheduling mechanisms, fairness is perhaps the most prominent one. There are different definitions for what constitutes a fair allocation; we do not attempt to cover all here, but rather focus on the ones that are used in modern big-data clusters.
Max-min fairness is one such policy -it simply maximizes the minimum allocation across users. If each user has enough "demand" for the resource, the policy boils down to allocating the resource in equal shares among users. A natural generalization of this policy is weighted max-min fairness, in which each user receives resources in proportion to its pre-specified weight. Several algorithms have been proposed to implement weighted max-min fairness in different engineering contexts, (e.g., deficit round robin [5] and weighted fair queuing [6] ). However, the original algorithms do not cover important considerations associated with bing-data jobs, which require adjustments of both the fairness policies and the algorithms to sustain them. We list below the main considerations and how they have been addressed. Multiple resources. Big-data jobs such as map-reduce jobs utilize different resources, such as CPU, memory and I/O resources. Consider the following numeric example (taken from [7] ): Suppose the system consists of 9 CPUs, 18 GB RAM. Two users ought to share the system -user A runs tasks with demand vector (1CPU, 4GB), and user B runs tasks with demand vector (3CPUs, 1GB) each. Note that each task of user A consumes 1/9 of the total CPU and 2/9 of the total memory. Each task from user B consumes 1/3 of the total CPUs and 1/18 of the total memory. In order to divide the system resources, [7] defines the notion of dominant resource, which is the resource which is utilized the most (percentage-wise) by the tenant. In our example, user A's dominant resource is memory, while user B's dominant resource is CPU. The authors in [7] propose a new policy, Dominant Resource Fairness (DRF) which extends max-min fairness to the multiple resource case. DRF simply applies max-min fairness across users' dominant shares. In the example, the DRF allocation would be 3 tasks for user A and 2 tasks for user B, which will equalize the dominant resource shares of A and B (2/3 of the RAM for A, and 2/3 of the CPU for B). The DRF solution has some appealing properties such as pareto efficiency, bottleneck fairness, sharing incentive, envy-free, and strategy proofness. Without going into details, the first two properties indicate that the DRF solution is efficient and fair, while the latter properties mean that users have incentives to participate in a system which divides resources according to DRF, and further would not game the system. [7] also proposes an iterative greedy algorithm, which gears the allocation towards the DRF solution. The algorithm was implemented in the Mesos cluster resource manager, and leads to better fairness compared to schemes which divide single-dimension slots. Intra-job dependencies. As mentioned before, big-data jobs often consist of multiple phases with data dependencies among them. A fair but naive scheduler that does not take the inner structure of jobs into account might actually result in an unfair allocation of resources. For simplicity, we focus here on the issues arising in the MapReduce framework, although the problems and solutions can apply to other analytics frameworks. Hadoop launches reduce tasks for a job as soon as some mappers finish, so that reduces can start copying the maps outputs while the remaining maps are still running. Assuming that the cluster is initially not congested, a large job with many mappers would keep getting reduce slots from a naive fair scheduler. With a lack of preemption mechanism, the problem here is that these reduce slots would not be released until all mappers finish, because only then can the reduce function be carried out. This means that small jobs that arrive to the system during the map phase of the big job might be starved. [8] proposes the following solution to this problem: Split reduce tasks into two logically distinct types of tasks -copy tasks and compute tasks, and have separate admission control mechanisms for both types. In particular, [8] limits the total number of slots for reduce-compute on each machine, and further sets a per-job upper bound on the reduce-copy slots on each machine. The combination of these mechanisms constraints the amount of simultaneous resources given to jobs without needing to use more aggressive preemption mechanisms. Fragmentation and over-allocation. As described above, the basic fair schedulers divide resources to slots, where each slot represents some amount of memory and CPU; slots are allocated to the job which is furthest from its (weighted) fair-share. Such bundling of resources is obviously inefficient, because it might lead to either wasting resources in some dimensions or to over allocation if some dimensions are overlooked. DRF partially resolves these issues by considering the allocation problem as a multi-dimensional one. However, DRF might leave some resources idle, since it only attempts to maximize the the dominant resource share across all jobs. Further, DRF does not explicitly take into account the available capacity in each machine, but rather considers the total available capacity for each resource.
To overcome fragmentation, [9] proposes a multi-resource scheduler that packs tasks to machines based on their vector of requirements. The underlying scheduling mechanism is based on an online (multi-dimensional) bin-packing heuristic, which attempts to utilize the available resources in each machine as much as possible. The tasks are the "balls" and the "bins" are machines over time. Intuitively, because the bin packing heuristic attempts to pack balls to bins while using a minimal number of bins, resources are well utilized and job can finish quickly.
We illustrate the advantages of a packing-based scheduler via the following example [9] . Consider a cluster with 18 cores and 36GB of memory. Three jobs A, B and C have one phase each consisting of 18, 6, and 6 tasks, respectively. Each task in job A requires 1 core and 2GB of memory, while job B's and C's tasks require 3 cores and 1GB of memory. Assume all tasks run for t time units. DRF will schedule 6 tasks of job A and 2 tasks each of jobs B and C, at a time, giving each job a dominant resource share of . This leads to an average job duration of 3t. Such an allocation, however, leaves 20GB of memory in the cluster idle. A scheduler that packs the tasks schedules all tasks of job A initially because they use up all the cores and memory in the cluster, followed by tasks of job B and then job C. This leads to job durations of t, 2t and 3t for the jobs for an average of 2t and a 33% improvement over DRF.
The advantages of packing tasks carry over to jobs with multiple phases (e.g., a map-reduce computation consists of a map phase and a reduce phase). Extending the above example, let all three jobs have two phases separated by a barrier, i.e., tasks of their second phase begin only after all tasks of their first phase finish. For simplicity, assume tasks of the second phase require 1Gbps of network resource but no cores or memory. Suppose that the cluster has total network bandwidth of 3Gbps; tasks in the first phase have no network usage but need cores and memory as listed above.
2 Let the jobs have 18, 6, and 6 tasks in their first phase, as before, and 3 tasks each in their second phases (each task, again, of t time units). Figure 1 .1 compares DRF allocation with a packing based scheduler. Again, by scheduling tasks of job A initially and not wasting resources, the packing based scheduler is able to exploit the complementarity in resource requirements between tasks of the first and second phases. This results in all three jobs finishing faster than under a DRF-based allocation. The average job duration is 3t versus 6t, or a speed up of 50% compared to DRF. The makespan improves by 33% from 6t to 4t.
[9] incorporates the packing-based scheduler in a system called Tetris. Tetris achieves substantial makespan reductions (over 30%) over existing schedulers.
When resources on a machine become available, Tetris chooses a task which can fit on the machine, and whose score is maximal; the score is an inner product of the residual capacity of the machine and the pick resource requirement of the task. This choice maximizes the utilization and diminishes fragmentation. Tetris takes fairness into account by considering only a fraction (1 − f ) of the tasks, which are ordered according to a fairness criterion (e.g., max-min), and then picking the highest-score job among this subset. Placement constraints. Finally, scheduling algorithms have to take into account placement constraints, such as scheduling tasks where their input data is. Since this topic is quite broad, we address it in a separate subsection below.
Placement constraints
Our focus so far has been on scheduling under fairness considerations. In its simplest form, sustaining fairness means that each user gets "enough" cluster resources according to pre-specified fairness criterion (e.g., max-min fairness, or weighted fair sharing). However, in the big-data analytics context, it greatly matters exactly which resources are given to jobs; jobs might be constrained on the set of resources (e.g., machines) they can run on. Placement constraints can be roughly classified into three classes [10] : (i) hard; (ii) soft and (iii) combinatorial. Examples of hard constraints include jobs that must run on machine with public IP address, particular kernel version, specific SKU or hardware (e.g., GPU machines or machines with SSDs). The most prominent soft constraint is data locality; while job tasks could be scheduled on machines which do not necessarily hold the required data for the task, a "cost" is incurred, in the form of additional latency and excess network bandwidth usage. Combinatorial constraints specify rules for a collection of machines that are used for the job, such as fault tolerance constraints. We survey below the related work for each class. Hard constraints. [11] provides a comprehensive study of Google workloads, and in particular the impact of hard placement constraints on task scheduling delays. It turns out that these constraints increase task scheduling delays by a factor of 2-6. Accordingly, that paper develops a methodology that enables predicting the impact of hard constraints on task scheduling delays. Specifically, a metric termed Utilization Multiplier (UM) is introduced; this metric measures for each relevant resource the utilization ratio between tasks with constraints and the average utilization of the resource. Accordingly, the higher UM is, the higher is the expected scheduling delay. Finally, [11] describes how to incorporate placement constraints into existing performance benchmarks, so that they are properly taken into account when evaluating new cluster architectures or scheduling mechanisms. [10] proposes scheduling algorithms for dealing with hard placement constraints, while sustaining some notion of fairness between users (jobs). In particular, this paper defines a new notion of fairness, termed Constrained Max-Min Fairness (CMMF), which extends max-min fairness while taking into account that some jobs cannot run on some machines. A CMMF allocation is a machine assignment in which it is not possible to increase the minimum allocation within any subset of users by reshuffling the machines given to these users. A CMMF allocation has appealing properties such as incentive compatibility with regard to a user reporting his placement constraints. Calculating a CMMF solution, however, might be too costly in practice, as it involves solving a sequence of LPs. Consequently, the authors propose a simple greedy online scheduler called Choosy: Whenever a resource becomes available, it is assigned to the user with the lowest current allocation, which is allowed to get that resource according to its placement constraints. Perhaps surprisingly, Choosy achieves allocations which are very similar to those of a CMMF solution, and as a result, the latencies of jobs are on average at most 2% higher than the CMMF solution. Soft constraints. We focus here on a particular soft constraint,termed data locality. Preserving data locality means placing the computation of the job near its input data. Locality is important because network bandwidth might be a bottleneck, hence transferring input data over the network might lead to substantial task delays [12] . Simply scheduling jobs near their input data would in general violate the fairness requirements across multiple users. Hence, it is crucial to design schedulers which are both fair and locality-aware. [12] uses a simple algorithm to address the tension between locality and fairness: when a job that should be scheduled next according to the underlying fairness criterion cannot launch a local task, it waits for a small amount of time, while letting other jobs use the available resource. If after a pre-specified timeout the job still cannot execute tasks locally, it is assigned available resources which are not necessarily local to the task. Accordingly, this basic algorithm is termed delay scheduling. The authors in [12] extend the basic algorithm described above to address several practical considerations, including rack locality, hotspots, long tasks and more; we omit the details here for brevity. The resulting scheduling system is termed the Hadoop Fair Scheduler (HFS). One important extension in HFS is a two-layer hierarchical architecture. The higher layer divides resources between organizations in a fair manner, while the lower layer divides resources between the organization's jobs according to a local policy (e.g., FIFO or fair share). Evaluation on Facebook workloads shows that delay scheduling achieves nearly 100% locality, leading to substantial improvements in job response times (especially for small jobs) and throughput (especially for IO-heavy workload).
The underlying engineering principle which makes delay scheduling appealing in practice, is that slots running Hadoop free up in a predictable rate. The timethreshold used for delay scheduling is set accordingly -i.e., taking into account typical execution times of tasks, it is expected that some local slots would free up by the time-threshold. We now describe an alternative scheduler which does not rely on such predictions. [13] maps the problem of scheduling with locality and fairness considerations into a min-flow problem on a graph. The underlying idea here is that every scheduling decision can be assigned a cost. E.g., there is a data transfer cost when task is scheduled far from its input, there is a cost for killing a task that takes too long, etc. These costs are embedded in a graph, where the nodes are the tasks and physical resources such as racks and servers; The graphbased algorithm operates by assigning a unit flow to each task node in the system (either running or waiting for execution). There is a a single sink to which all flows are drained. The flows could traverse through either a path consisting of resources (meaning that the respective task is scheduled on the respective resources), or through their job's "unscheduled" node, in which case the task is (still) not executed. Fair sharing constraints are added by setting lower and upper bounds on the edges from the unscheduled node to the sink. The cost of killing a job is modeled by gradually increasing the costs of all edges related to the task, but the edge that "connects" the task node to its executing resource. The authors manage to scale the solution to large instances by reducing the effective number of nodes through cost aggregation techniques. [13] implements this graph-based algorithm in a system called Quincy. Quincy is evaluated against a queue-based algorithm, and shows sizable gains in both amount of data transferred and throughput (up to 40%).
It is of interest to qualitatively compare the delay-scheduling approach to the graph min-flow approach. The graph-based algorithm is more sophisticated, and can incorporate the global state of the cluster and multiple cost considerations (e.g., further delaying a waiting task vs. killing a task that has been running for a long time). While fast min-cost procedures can be used for the solution, scale issues might arise when the cluster and number of jobs is very large. Another potential weakness of the graph-based algorithm is that it is greedy by nature, and optimizes based on the current snapshot of the cluster. The delay-scheduling algorithm is arguably simpler and easier to implement in production. The framework does not "code" all cost tradeoffs, which could be problematic, especially in more complicated job models which do not obey systematic execution patterns. Another advantage of delay scheduling is that it uses knowledge about task durations which allows it to take into account the future evolvement of the cluster state (rather than act solely as a function of the present state).
Combinatorial constraints. Combinatorial constraints may arise, e.g., due to security and fault tolerance considerations. An example of such constraints could be -"not more than x% of each job's tasks should be allocated in the same fault domain". [14] considers the problem of assigning physical machines to applications while taking into account fault tolerance performance. [14] tackles the difficult combinatorial problem by using a smooth convex cost function, which serves as a proxy for fault tolerance. In particular, this function incentivizes stripping machines belonging to the same application across fault domains. [14] also deals with the fundamental cost tradeoff between fault tolerance and bandwidth consumption -a solution that spreads machines across fault domains is usually bad in terms of the bandwidth consumption, as communication might heavily use the network core. Accordingly, [14] introduces an additive penalty to the above cost function, which carefully balances the optimization of the two metrics.
1.2.3
Additional system-wide objectives Sustaining fairness has been the primary objective of cluster schedulers. However, there are additional objectives that may be as important. For example, Tetris [9] (described above) optimizes the makespan by packing tasks to machines. Tetris also has a knob for reducing average job completion time. It sorts jobs by estimated remaining work and chooses tasks whose jobs have the least remaining work; this is commensurate with the Shortest Remaining Time (SRTF) scheduling discipline, which is known to be effective in minimizing job completion times. Tetris combines the packing score (described in Section 1.2.1) and the remaining-work score into a single score per-task, with a tuneable parameter that controls how much weight is given to each component. Another potential system-wide objective is meeting job deadlines. Big-data jobs are often used for business critical decisions, hence have strict deadlines associated with them. For example, outputs of some jobs are used by business analysts; delaying job completion would significantly lower their productivity. In other cases, a job computes the charges to customers in cloud computing settings, and delays in sending the bill might have serious business consequences. Recently, several works have addressed the resource allocation problem where meeting job deadlines is the primary objective. Jockey [15] dynamically predicts the remaining run time at different resource allocations, and chooses an allocation which is expected to meet the job's deadline without wasting unnecessary resources. Jockey treats each job in isolation with the assumption that allocating resources "economically" would lead to solutions that satisfy multiple jobs deadlines. [16] proposes an interface in which users submit resource requirements along with deadlines, and the scheduler objective is to meet the jobs deadlines. The resource requirements are malleable in the sense that the scheduler can often pick alternative allocations that would lead to job completion. As such, the scheduler can choose the specific allocations which will allow multiple jobs to finish without violating the cluster's capacity. In a similar context, [17] [18] [19] develop scheduling algorithms for the model where jobs have different values, and the scheduler objective is to maximize the value of jobs that complete before the deadline. [17] [18] [19] provide constant-factor approximation algorithms for the problem. As may be expected, the approximation quality improves when deadlines are less stringent with respect the available cluster capacity.
Stragglers
Classic scheduling models usually assume that a task has a predictable/deterministic execution time, regardless of the physical server chosen to run it; e.g., a task would complete in 30 seconds if run on any server at any point in time. However, in the context of current big-data analytics framworks, there are plenty of factors that could vary the actual running time of the task. The original map-reduce paper [1] introduces the notion of a straggler -"a machine that takes an unusually long time to complete one of the last few map or reduce tasks in the computation". [1] lists a couple of reasons for stragglers, such as machine with bad disk, other tasks running on the same machine, bugs in machine initialization, etc. The paper proposes a general mechanism to deal with stragglers: When a MapReduce job is close to completion, backup executions of the remaining in-progress tasks are scheduled. The task completes whenever either the primary or backup execution completes. This assignment of backup task(s) is often termed speculative execution (or speculative task). The simple mechanism described above can lead to substantial improvement in job response times (up to 44% according to [1] . While the principle of speculative execution is natural for dealing with stragglers, it is not a-priori clear under which conditions duplication should take place. Obviously, this knob can lead to negative congestion effects if used injudiciously. We survey below recent works that have addressed this problem for different scenarios.
The Hadoop scheduler uses a simple threshold rule for speculative execution. It calculates the average progress score of each category of tasks (maps and reducers) and defines a threshold accordingly: When the task's progress score is less than the average minus some parameter (say 0.2), it is considered a straggler. [20] emphasizes the shortcomings of this mechanism: It does not take into account machine heterogeneity, it ignores the hardware overhead in executing stragglers, it does not take into account the rate at which the task progresses; further, it assumes that tasks finish in waves and that tasks require the same amount of work, assumptions that are imprecise even in homogenous environment. Accordingly, [20] designs a new algorithm Longest Approximate Time to End (LATE). As can be inferred from its name, the distinctive feature of LATE compared to previous approaches is that it selects tasks for speculative execution based on the estimated time left, rather than based solely on the progress itself. In particular, it uses (1 − P rogressScore)/P rogressRate to rank each task, where ProgressScore is the progress estimator given by Hadoop. The authors point out that this formula has some drawbacks, yet it is simple and works well in most cases. In addition to the above, LATE also sets a hard constraints on the number of speculative tasks allowed in the system. When a slot becomes available and the number of speculative tasks running is below the threshold, LATE launches a copy of the highest-ranked task whose progress rate is low enough (below some pre-specified threshold). Finally, LATE does not launch copies on machines that are statistically slow. Implementation of LATE on an EC2 virtual cluster with 200 machines shows 2X improvement in response time compared to Hadoop scheduler.
Mantri [21] proposes a refined method for limiting the resource overhead of speculative execution. A speculative task is scheduled if the probability of it finishing before the original task is high. Mantri provides more knobs with regard to the speculative execution itself -it supports duplication (including multiple duplicates), kill-restart and pruning based on re-estimations of progress. In addition, Mantri extends the scope of speculative execution to preventing and mitigating stragglers and failures. It does so in different ways. First, it replicates critical task output to prevent situations where tasks wait for lost data; as before the decision to do so is based on estimating the probability of the bad event and evaluating the tradeoff between re-computation and excess resource cost. Second, Mantri executes tasks in descending order of their input size. The idea here is that tasks with heavier input take longer to execute, and thus should be prioritized since what matters is the makespan of the tasks. Finally, Mantri chooses the placement of reduce tasks in a network-aware manner, taking into account the data that has to be read across the network and the available bandwidth. Mantri has been deployed on Bing's cluster with thousands of machines, and exhibited median job speedup of 32%.
The aforementioned techniques for handling stragglers generally operate at the task level -e.g., rank tasks based on progress or completion time, limit the number speculative tasks, etc. Instead, [22] proposes to apply different mitigation logic at the job level. The main observation here is that for small jobs, i.e., jobs that consist of few tasks, a system can tolerate a more aggressive issuing of duplicates. In particular, [22] uses full cloning of tasks belonging to small jobs, avoiding waiting and speculating, hence improving the chances that the tasks output is ready on time. Analyzing production traces, [22] shows that the smallest 90% of jobs consume only 6% of the total resources. Hence, cloning can be done to a substantial chunk of the jobs with a rather small resource overhead. On the algorithmic front, cloning introduces the following challenge: efficient cloning means that the system uses the (intermediate) output data of the upstream clone that finishes first; however, this creates contention for the IO bandwidth at that upstream clone, since multiple downstream clones require its data. [22] solves this problem through a heuristic reminiscent to delay scheduling, hence named delay assignment. Every downstream clone waits for a small amount of time (a parameter ω of the heuristic) to see if it can get an exclusive copy of the intermediate data from a preassigned upstream clone. If the downstream clone does not get its exclusive copy by ω, it reads from the upstream clone that finishes first. [22] implements the cloning framework in a system called Dolly. The paper reports substantial improvements in completion time of small jobs -34%-46% compared to LATE and Mantri, using less than 5% extra resources.
Storage
Storage is a key component of big data analytics clusters. Clusters store petabytes of data, distributed over many machines. Key to analytics is reliable and efficient storage of the data. Data should be accessible even in the face of machine failures (which are common) and should be read/written efficiently (without significant overheads). Distributed file systems present the abstraction of a single unified storage to applications by abstracting away as much of the details of the individual storage machines as possible; the machines store the data on their local disks. We describe how distributed file systems enable such storage while presenting the unified storage abstraction in Section 1.3.1. An important and upcoming class of storage solutions, driven by falling RAM prices is in-memory caching. Such caching offers much faster access to data compared to disks but require special handling along certain aspects, which we cover in Section 1.3.2.
Distributed file system
Typically, a file in a distributed file system is divided into many smaller blocks, which are stored on different machines. Every file has a unique identifier, and every block within a file is also referenced uniquely. The distributed file system is oblivious to the local storage mechanisms used by the disk subsystems of the machines. The machine could employ various disk architectures like just-bunchof-disks, RAID or simple striping. It could also employ its own error-recovery and caching mechanisms.
Architecture
Distributed file systems have a centralized architecture: a single central master that maintains metadata about the blocks in the cluster. Figure 1 .2 presents a simple architectural representation. Metadata information for every block contains the locations storing it, its last access time, size, the file it is part of, and so forth. Each of the machines have a file system worker that is responsible for managing the local data blocks. It interfaces with the local storage subsystem and allows the master to be oblivious. It also periodically informs the master about the available space on the machine, and other performance characteristics.
The widely used distributed file systems provide interfaces similar to the POSIX interface [23] for reading and writing data. File namespaces are hierarchical and can be identified via path names. The operators supported are create, open, read, write, close and delete. Writing: Writing data to the file system involves the following steps.
1. Application calls create to the master with a file name. The master responds positively with a handle if the filename is not in use currently. 2. Application uses the handle to open a file to the master. The master checks its metadata to pick the machine to write the first block of the file. It returns the details of the corresponding worker process. 3. Application calls write to the worker to store its data until the size is equal to the upper-limit for a block. Once the block is full, the worker informs the application. 4. Application gets another worker to write its next block of data. A file is written only one block at a time. 5. When all the blocks are written, the application calls close on the file to the master.
While the master controls where the data is written and automatically obtains metadata information, the actual writes themselves go directly to the worker. Such a design helps significantly with the scalability of the master. Imagine an alternate design where the application provides its data to the master and lets it send to the worker machine transparently. While such an approach would marginally simplify the application, it places a huge burden on the master. Append-only: Modern distributed file systems do not support updates to the blocks, only appends. While applications can add blocks to an existing file, they cannot modify any of the existing blocks. Such an append-only decision is suited for these clusters where data is written once and read many times over, and rarely updated.
While the single master scales well since it only deals with requests as opposed to data, its scalability can be improved by federating its namespace. Recall that the files are organized as a hierarchical namespace. Therefore, the master can be scaled by partitioning the namespace appropriately. Thus each sub-space in the hierarchy will be independently handled which reduces the load on any single machine. Partitioning happens based on hierarchical boundaries as well as popularity of data access. Reading: Reading data from the file system involves the following steps. The master responds with the set of worker machines on which the desired blocks of data are stored. 3. Application contacts the worker nodes and requests data blocks. 4 . After reading all the blocks, application calls close on the file to the master.
As earlier, the master only deals with providing applications with the locations of the workers, and does not directly pass the data blocks. However, different from above, applications can read from multiple workers in parallel or in series. Not allowing applications to write in parallel simplifies the design of the master as it does not have to deal with load balancing the write speeds across different machines. Authentication: An important piece missing in the above workflows for reading and writing data is authentication. Files should be written to and read by only authenticated users. This is highly important in multi-tenant clusters. For this purpose, the master enforces explicit access controls and requires users to authenticate themselves. Further, when writing data, applications are provided an explicit token that helps authenticate themselves to the workers. The tokens are time-specific and cannot be reused.
Fault tolerance
Fault tolerance is an important concern for distributed file systems. The master is a single point of failure as the loss of its metadata will require hours to rebuild as each worker has to inform the new master of the blocks stored on its machine. To prevent such expensive rebuilding, file systems use two approaches: periodic checkpointing and hot standby. The master periodically checkpoints its metadata to persistent storage. In addition there is also a hot standby that can take over immediately when the primary master fails. The standby picks up from the persisted metadata state.
Data is replicated (typically, three times) to provide fault tolerance. Replication, however, is transparent to the application. The worker to which a block is written contacts the master to obtain another location where data is to be replicated. The second location, in turn, creates another replica of the data.
File systems also support reverting to previous versions via snapshots. Snapshots allow users to revert to previous versions. Traditionally, snapshotting is implemented by time-stamping and storing the old copy of a block whenever it changes. The append-only model greatly simplifies snapshotting by avoiding the need to store any old copies. Whenever blocks are appended to a file, a simple log that timestamps the action is sufficient to roll back to any desired time. Of course, when files are deleted, they still have to be persisted for rollback.
Variable replication
In time, replication is used for both performance as well as reliability. In these distributed clusters, reading from local storage is often faster than reading from remote machines. Thus, analytics frameworks schedule their tasks on the machines that contain data locally. Achieving locality for concurrently executing tasks, however, is dependent on the number of replicas as well as cluster utilization. We present a simple analysis that demonstrates the intuition behind how increased replication reduces contention. With m machines in the cluster, k of which are available for a task to run, the probability of finding one of r replicas of a file on the available machines is 1
r . This probability increases with the replication factor r, and decreases with cluster utilization (1 − k m ). Figure 1 .3 plots the results of a numerical analysis to understand how this probability changes with replication factors and cluster utilizations. At a cluster utilization of 80%, for example, with the current replication factor (r=3), we see that the probability of finding a replica among the available machines is less than half. Doubling the replication factor raises the probability to over 75%. Even at higher utilizations of 90%, a file with 10 replicas has a 60% chance of finding a replica on a free machine. By replicating files proportionally to their number of concurrent accesses, the chances of finding a replica on a free machine improves.
Therefore, some file systems perform automatic variable replication of files based on their popularity. Using historical access statistics-total number of accesses as well as number of concurrent accesses-systems create extra replicas of popular data blocks. Such variable replication ensure sufficient number of replicas that help in providing locality for future tasks concurrently acccesing the same data block.
1.3.2
In-memory storage
Hardware trends, driven by falling costs, indicate a steep increase in memory capacities of large clusters. This presents an opportunity to store the input data of the analytics jobs in memory and speed them up. As mentioned earlier, dataintensive jobs have a phase where they process the input data (e.g., map in MapReduce [1] , extract in Dryad [2] ). This phase simply reads the raw input and writes out parsed output to be consumed during further computations. Naturally, this phase is IO-intensive. Workloads from Facebook and Microsoft Bing datacenters, consisting of thousands of servers, show that this IO-intensive phase constitutes 79% of a job's duration and consumes 69% of its resources. Power-law exponents are 1.9 and 1.6 in the two traces, when fitted with least squares regression [22] . Fraction of active jobs whose data fits in the aggregate cluster memory, as the memory per machine varies [24] .
Storing all the data currently present in disks is, however, infeasible because of the three orders of magnitude difference in the available capacities between disk and memory, notwithstanding the growing memory sizes. Datacenter jobs, however, exhibit a heavy-tailed distribution of their input sizes thus offering the potential to cache the inputs of a large fraction of jobs. Heavy-tailed input sizes: Workloads consist of many small jobs and relatively few large jobs. In fact, 10% of overall data read is accounted by a disproportionate 96% and 90% of the smallest jobs in the Facebook and Bing workloads. As Figure 1 .4 shows, job sizes indeed follow a power-law distribution, as the log-log plot shows a linear relationship [22] .
The skew in job input sizes is so pronounced that a large fraction of active jobs can simultaneously fit their entire data in memory.
3 Consider a simple simulation that looks at jobs in the order of their arrival time. The simulator assumes the memory and computation slots across all the machines in the cluster to be aggregated. It loads a job's entire input into memory when it starts and deletes it when the job completes. If the available memory is insufficient for a job's entire input, none of it is loaded. Figure 1 .5 plots the results of the simulation. For the workloads from Facebook and Bing, 96% and 89% of the active jobs respectively can have their data entirely fit in memory, given an allowance of 32GB memory per server for caching [24] . 
Coordination architecture
Data is cached on the different distributed machines, and globally coordinated. Global coordination enables the abstraction of viewing different input blocks in unison to implement cache replacement policies. A coordinated cache infrastructure, (a) supports queries for the set of machines where a block is cached, and (b) mediates cache replacement globally across the machines (covered shortly).
The architecture of a caching system consists of a central coordinator and a set of clients located at the storage nodes of the cluster (see Figure 1 .6). Blocks are added to the cache clients. The clients update the coordinator when the state of their cache changes (i.e., when a block is added or removed). The coordinator uses these updates to maintain a mapping between every cached block and the machines that cache it. As part of the map, it also stores the file that a block belongs to.
The client's main role is to serve cached blocks, as well as cache new blocks. Blocks are cached at the destination, i.e., the machine where the task executes as opposed to the source, i.e., the machine where the input is stored. This allows an uncapped number of replicas in cache, which in turn increases the chances of achieving memory locality especially when there are hotspots due to popularity skew [25] . Memory local tasks contact the local cache client to check if its input data is present. If not, they fetch it from the distributed file system (DFS). If the task reads data from the DFS, it puts it in cache of the local cache client and the client updates the coordinator about the newly cached block. Data flow is designed to be local in the architecture as remote memory access could be constrained by the network. Fault tolerance: The coordinator's failure does not hamper the job's execution as data can always be read from disk. However, the architecture includes a secondary coordinator that functions as a cold standby. Since the secondary coordinator has no cache view when it starts, clients periodically send updates to the coordinator informing it of the state of their cache. The secondary coordinator uses these updates to construct the global cache view. Clients do not update their cache when the coordinator is down.
Resilient distributed datasets
An important class of applications reuse data across computations. Examples include iterative machine learning and graph algorithms like K-Means clustering and logistic regression. In-memory storage is an efficient way to support such data reuse. Storing it to the distributed file system incurs substantial overheads due to data replication and serialization, which can dominate execution times. Reuse also occurs in interactive data explorations when the same input is loaded once and used by many queries.
To enable efficient reuse of data, there is an abstraction proposed called resilient distribtued datasets (RDDs). RDDs are fault-tolerant parallel data structures that let users store data in memory, optimize their placement and execute generic queries over them. RDDs can persist input data as well as intermediate results of a query to memory. A simple example to illustrate the programming model is as follows. The main challenge in designing RDDs is providing efficient fault tolerance. Traditional options like replication or logging updates across machines are resourceexpensive and time-consuming. RDDs provide fault tolerance by storing the lineage of the dataset. The lineage represents the set of steps (e.g., map, filter) used to create the RDD. Therefore, when a machine fails, its data can be regenerated by replaying the corresponding lineage steps. Maintaining lineage is a simple and inexpensive way to provide fault tolerant in-memory storage without replication.
The Spark system, that supports RDDs, has a simple Scala programming interface for managing RDDs. Spark's execution engine automatically converts the Scala program to a data parallel job of many parallel tasks, and executes them on the cluster. Figure 1 .7 illustrates the execution.
Cache replacement for parallel jobs
Maximizing cache hit-ratio does not minimize the average completion time of parallel jobs. In this section, we explain that using the concept of wave-width of parallel jobs and use it to devise the LIFE cache replacement algorithm. All-or-nothing property: Achieving memory locality for a task will shorten its completion time. But this need not speed up the job. Jobs speed up when an entire wave-width of input is cached (Figure 1.8) 4 . The wave-width of a job is defined as the number of simultaneously executing tasks. Therefore, jobs that consist of a single wave need 100% memory locality to reduce their completion time. We refer to this as the all-or-nothing property. Jobs consisting of many waves improve as we incrementally cache inputs in multiples of their wave-width. In Figure 1 .8, the single-waved job runs both its tasks simultaneously and will speed up only if the inputs of both tasks are cached. The multi-waved job, on the other hand, consists of 12 tasks and can run 4 of them at a time. ) among tasks in the data-processing phase (e.g., map) of jobs is 0.08.
Concluding remarks
The concepts surveyed in this chapter enable the execution of big-data analytics on commodity clusters. These concepts address the principal aspects of large-scale computation, such as data-locality, consistency and fault-tolerance, provided by analytics frameworks while abstracting the details away from the user/application. While the concepts were presented in the context of batch analytics, we would like to point out that the template of jobs composed as DAG of tasks is by no means restricted to batch analytics alone. Many interactive frameworks [27] [28] [29] are using this template for fast interactive analytics, while also employing in-memory caching techniques explained in the chapter. Recently, stream processing-continuous processing of data as it streams in-is also employing this template. These systems divide the streaming input data into time buckets, and execute jobs on each of the time buckets. Thus, we expect the solutions presented here to remain the relevant core as analytics frameworks evolve in the future with new models and requirements of big data processing. Our focus here has been on scheduling and storage, which can be viewed as basic ingredients of any such systems. We conclude this chapter by briefly outlining additional elements which are subject to ongoing research.
Approximate computing
An emerging class of applications is geared towards approximation. Approximation jobs are based on the premise that providing a timely result, even if on only part of the dataset is good enough. Approximation jobs are growing in interest to cope with the deluge in data since processing the entire dataset can take prohibitively long.
Approximation is explored along two dimensions-time to produce the result (deadline), and error (accuracy) in (of) the result [30, 31] .
1. Deadline-bound jobs strive to maximize the accuracy of their result within a specified time limit. Such jobs are common in real-time advertisement systems and web search engines. Generally, the job is spawned on a large dataset and accuracy is proportional to the fraction of data processed. 2. Error-bound jobs strive to minimize the time taken to reach a specified error limit in the result. Again, accuracy is measured in the amount of data processed (or tasks completed). Error-bound jobs are used in scenarios where the value in reducing the error below a limit is marginal, e.g., counting of the number of cars crossing a section of a road to the nearest thousand is sufficient for many purposes.
Approximation jobs raise several challenges that are part of ongoing research. Sample selection is crucial towards meeting the desired approximation bounds. The selected sample impacts the achieved accuracy within a deadline, as well as the ability to meet an error bound. Also, understanding the query patterns and data access characteristics help provide confidence intervals on the produced result. Designing smart samplers that balance the accuracy of the result, sample storage space and function generically is an open problem.
Another important problem is straggler mitigation. Approximation jobs require schedulers to prioritize the appropriate subset of their tasks depending on the deadline or error bound. Optimally prioritizing tasks of a job to slots is a classic scheduling problem with known heuristics. Stragglers, on the other hand, are unpredictable and require dynamic modification to the priority ordering according to the approximation bounds. The challenge is to achieve the approximation bound by dynamically weighing the gains due to speculation against the cost of using extra slots.
Energy efficiency
Energy costs are considered to be a major factor in the overall operational costs of datacenters. Therefore, there is strong motivation for utilizing clusters in energyefficient manner. In our context of big-data jobs, there is an opportunity of saving on energy costs, as some of the workloads can tolerate delays in execution, and can be scheduled when the energy costs are cheaper. The associated decision process involves several factors, such as time-varying energy prices, the existence of renewable energy sources, cooling overhead, and more; see e.g., [32] [33] [34] and references therein.
On top of the original scheduling decision of when to run jobs, there are additional control knobs that may be incorporated. For example, tasks can be executing using different power levels [35] , and perhaps some resources can be turned off when overall demand is not high [36] . At a higher level, it may be possible to migrate jobs across datacenters in order to execute the jobs where energy is currently cheap [37] .
Pricing
In Section 1.2 we have briefly discussed mechanisms which incentivize users to utilize resources fairly and truthfully. Such mechanisms are mostly relevant for internal enterprize clusters (a.k.a. private clouds). In the public cloud context, however, the main provider objective is maximizing the net profit, consisting of revenues minus operating costs. Current cloud providers rent Virtual Machines (VMs) on an hourly basis using a variety of pricing schemes (such as on-demand, reserved, or spot pricing, see, e.g., [38] ); recent research has accordingly been devoted to maximizing the customer's utility in face of the different pricing schemes (see, e.g., [39] and reference therein). From the provider perspective, public cloud offerings, such as Amazon EC2, have recently incorporated an additional premium price for using big-data services such as Hadoop. Nevertheless, an interesting research direction is to investigate more specific pricing schemes, e.g., such that take into account job SLAs, deadlines, etc.
